
FLY WITH PRIDE
Our colors will always be red, white and blue, but the Patriot™ adds 

one more: green. It’s built for making it. And it’s built for saving it. 

Value-priced for the lawn care professional, the Patriot will have  

your customers—and their neighbors—standing at attention.

Actual product may differ from photo.
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   52" or 61" cutter deck with anti-scalp rollers provides  
a beautiful quality-of-cut. 

   Sealed, aluminum spindles with ball bearings deliver maintenance-free, 
high-performance operation; ½"-thick mounting flange. 

   Torsion-spring suspension seat is easily adjustable and delivers  
a high level of operator comfort. 

   Low-maintenance mower design reduces grease points  
for operator convenience. 

   6.5-gallon total fuel capacity maximizes refueling intervals to save time 
and get the job done fast. Large, angled fuel neck for easy filling. 

   Cup holder and storage tray built into fuel tank for operator convenience. 

   Innovative height-of-cut adjustment is quick and conveniently adjusts  
in ¼" increments. 

   Self-adjusting belt systems keep belts in constant, proper adjustment  
for long life. 

   Commercial-grade, powder-coat paint for an attractive, professional  
finish and increased durability. 

   Digital hour meter features preprogrammed maintenance reminders. 

   Highly flexible discharge chute will not dent and is easy on the landscape. 

   Low-profile, foldable Roll-Over Protection System (ROPS). 

   Hydro-Gear ZT-3100® (SPZ52) or ZT-3400® (SPZ61) hydro transaxles  
(2 independent units with charge pumps and all-metal gears) deliver 
smooth drive power while spin-on oil filters provide easy maintenance. 

   Extra-low center of gravity for maximum stability over challenging terrain. 

   Ground speeds up to 10 mph (SPZ61) or 8.5 mph (SPZ52)  
for maximum productivity. 

PATRIOT

   Large front caster tires and extra-large 22" (SPZ52) or  
24" (SPZ61) drive tires for solid traction and a smooth ride. 

   Foot-operated parking brake activates a disc brake system; 
Ausco disc brakes for reliable performance. 

   Rubber iso-mounted footplate for increased operator comfort. 

   Adjustable height-of-cut from 1½" to 5" in ¼" increments. 

   2-year commercial or 3-year/500-hour non-commercial  
mower warranty. See the Scag® Limited Warranty  
Statement for complete details.

Ogura GT2 (108 ft lb) PTO clutch brake 
for easy deck engagement. Adjustable 
internal air gap for long life.

Four-corner deck-leveling 
system ensures easy cutter-deck 
adjustments for an even cut.

Pierced, extruded-steel footplate is rubber 
iso-mounted for enhanced comfort.

Cutter-deck-lift foot pedal is  
spring-assisted and makes raising 
the cutter deck smooth and easy.

Convenient operator station puts the 
mower controls within easy reach.

Powerful Kawasaki® FX V-Twin  
or Kohler® Command PRO® engine 
options up to 25 hp provide smooth, 
reliable power.

Actual product may differ from photos.

  WHY DID YOU CHOOSE SCAG?

  FAVORITE FEATURE OF YOUR SCAG MOWER?

  SCAG OWNER FOR 1 YEAR / HOMEOWNER

NATE H. / Pinckney, MI „„

Quality of components and build quality. "Simply the Brave" promotion.

Cut quality and the underside of the deck stays clean.SC
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